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Standard, Eat. April, 1884.
Register, Est. May, x80.

PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY MORNING. =A 7, 1907.

VOL. XXIV. NUMBER 22

STATEMENT OF PRINTERS OFFER GULPED DOWN• itpREASES ITS HAS FINISHED RECONSTRUCTION
INVESTMENTS THEIR SUPPORT STRONG DOSE CAPITAL STOCK ERECTING TENT OF HOSE TOWER
.,•••••••

TRIED TO END REGISTER NEWSPAPER COM- EVERYTHING
READY
iOWSLEY ASKS FdR ONE FROM PLEDGE MORAL AND FINAN- EMMA MARTIN
HER EXISTENCE THIS
PANY AMENDS ARTICLES
THE PROTRACTED
CIAL AID TO OTHER
THE GLOBE BANK AND
MORNING.
OF INCORPORATION.
UNIONISTS.
MEETING.
TRUST COMPANY.

WILES FILES MORE REASONS
UPHOLDING NEW TRIAL WANTED

•

•

4

FOR FIGURES FOR WORK SO HIGH
QUESTION IS LEFT
OVER.

Will Help Painters and Carpenters to Was Woman Who Occupied House Stock Will Be $t0000 Common and Meetings of Missionary Qrganisa$15,000 Preferred—The Newsof Sam Liebei Who Was Fined
tions by the Ladies—Mrs. FesAdjust Controversy With
paper Plant to Be Imfor Renting to Her.
the Contractors.
senden "Queen of Plat
proved.
form."

TENTH AND CLAY STREET
HOUSE GETS NEW ROOF

Emma Martin, of 1020 North Tenth
The hearty moral and financial
CONCRETE PAVEMENTS TO BE
PROPERTY OF THE LATE MILtook laudanum this morning
carpenters
and
street,
union
Rev. Peter Fields of the Third
The necessary papers are being
support of the
LAID ALONG BROADWAY
TON H. INGRAM TO BE
painters' strike was pledged them about 1 o'clock with suicidal intent, drawn to amend the articles of incor- street Methodist church yesterday afAND JEFFERSON.
SOLD By coma.
yesterday by the members of the and at 3 o'clock the physicians had poration of the Register Newspaper ternoon finished erecting the huge
A
printers' union, w.laach held a meeting about finished working on her, and company by increasing the Capital boxgo foot,tent at sFifth and Jackson
this purpose at the Central Labor it is believed that she will be pulled stock to $30,000, of which $15,000 streets, where next Sunday the tent Secretary Taylor and Member Lang-'
for
Jury
Grand
the
to
Held
Cobb
B. H.
if sue common stock and $15,000 protracted meeting starts. Many
on North Fourth street. In of- through all right. Dr. Horace Riv- -will
hall
staff of Board of Works Inspectat Mayfield on Charge of
electric lights have been put in and :
fcrittg their help the printers select- ers was called to attend her and preferred stock.
Incest.
ed Nineteenth Street.
ed a .committee of Louis P. Head, found the woman considerably under
The present owners of the news- the tent will be a brilliant scene each
August 0. Keith and A. E. Stein the influence of the poisonous drug. paper will retain the entire amount evening.
tehwoman of the world of the common stock, while the isShe is
work with the carpenters and
Tonight the ladies of the congregaProbabilities are the question of
In the suit of A. G. Owsley against to
on Clay near Twelfth sue of preferred stock goes to other tion give an ice cream social at the overhauling and reconstructing the'
can
resided
they
who
aid
and
what
see
painters
and
company
the Globe Bank & Trust
ago when her piersons.
Improvements will be tent and the public is extended a cor- huge hose tower behind the Central
W. B. Smith, 'he plaintiff yesterday tender towards accomplishing the de- street until one week
rented the made in the plant and this city given dial invitation etaoin shrdl etaoi m fire station or North Fourth street
She
down.
contrachouse
burned
the
circuit
getting
the
of
sired
in
that
Reed
end,
requested Judge
will go over for some weeks, as last
court to compel the bank to rehder tors employing union painters and building from Samuel Liebel and a first class morning newspaper in dial welcome to be present..
evening on opening the bids the fire
a statement showing investments the carpenters to sign up the new ached- respectable people out that way tried every respect. An edition will leave
committee of the general council
Orphan Children.
the banQ claims to have made for ule of wages that increases the pay to get Leibel to make her move. He on the early morning trains so as to
Rev.\ J. S. Chiles of the South found that the lowest proposal was
refused, and several weeks ago war- cover every point in the Purchase
'
1::`,Iwsley. upon whose account money of the unionists mentioned.
Third street Rescue Mission church for $422, and this being enenfotirciely too
The printers committee will hold a rants were taken out charging before nine o'clock.
was drawn in handling the investract
estimation,
wausch
has two orphan children he
ments. Owsley sues for the return meeting Sunday afternoon and out- Leibel with renting the property for
d m
h
rt:nts.tatu
awarded
tn rheir and matter l
like to secure good home for, one
of $2.000 he claims was drawn from line what policy it will pursue in try- bawdy purposes. The case was con - FEED BABES TO
quo until more bids are called for in
his account by a check signed by W. ing to help the carpenters and paint- tinned and Monday night, May 20,
LARGE SERPENT. being an eight year old boy, and the si
order to see if the undertaking cannot
B. Smith.
other a girl of four years
adjustment the house caught fire and burned
amicable
an
reach
to
ers
Hon. Jial S. Corbett was selected of the controversy they are thrown down, the origin believed to have
,Rev. Chiles and assistant, Rev, be effected at less cost. The tower
by- die_ court to represent the absent into by the contractors refusing to been of incendiary nature. The next Tribe of Indians Who Indulge in Mopp of Poplar Bluff, M.o., are now was erected' some years ago, and in a
Queer Kind of Worship.
hose
defendant in the suit of Mary Vardc- accept the
conducting a revival meeting on horizontal manner all the fire
increased scale of wages. day Leibel was tried in the police
when coming in from a
man against 0. F. Vardeman. ,
stretched
is
"Red
the
renting
for
fined
in
and
Row,"
the
court
held
Another conference has been
North end of
Mr. Corbett was named to be the
fire to let the wirer drain out and the
Eli Paso, Tex., May 28.—llespite the city, six conversions being
the unionists out on the strike, place to the woman.
affectwas
attorney ad litim in the suit of the by
dry. The sower has run down
charge
hose
similar
a
the
that
fact
ed
on
down
and
The female then moved
much good work acomplished.
and the contractors, but nothing was
Globe Bank and Trutt company vs.
into a partially delapidated condition
a
by
dismissed
investigated
and
attained towards adjusting differ- North Tenth street. It is not known
Phoebe Riglesberger
and the desire is to reconstruct it,
grand jury some time ago, another
Missionary Societies.
ences.
why she took the drug.
was
Rudolph
vs.
Hart
of
The suit
but thit will not be done at present.
United
with
fad
been
complaint
has
The Wornn's Missionary society of
continued, it being an appealed litiThe committe last night, during the
States District Attorney Lewellyn of the Broadway Methodist church will
PENCIL SKETCHES
station regarding some house rent
PRICE OF GRAVES GO UP.
held at the City Hall, award..
meeting
Indians
tribe
a
that
of
New Mexico
meet this afternoon at 3 o'clock at ed the contract to Fowler & Wolf of
Rudolph claims due him.
in that territory are given to the the church.
Tehnetihr.
iotnh.e T
tn
i n• roof ustp:
The plaintiff filed an amended mo General Cost of Living on Increase Adopted by Committees and Will be
stretet
putting
m a new
worship of an enormous serpent to
in
trial
new
The Missionary society of the First and Clay
a
for
Submitted to Lodges.
in Pittsburg. Pa.
lion and reasons
which is fed the n w-born babes in Presbyterian church
.......—
meets at 3 bid was the lowest, being $149•80.
the proceeding of Harry L'hles vs
which 'it is housed and carefully o'clock this afternoon at the pastor's
Miles
company
that
Traction
The Odd Fellows' committee
Pittsburg, Pa , May atii. • Fo;low ing
the Paducah
The ordinance committee gathered
The
• is a leatherworker. and was alighting the recent ievestigation of Ike high is arranging for reconstruction of the tended and guarded The complaint study.
at the same time as the fire commitfrom a South Third street car near cost of living expenses in this city by school property at Fifth and Ken- was filed by a Catholic priest, who
Woman's Foreign Missinoary tee last evening, and considered some
Tenor %sae street. when he was a special committee of the leiriOa- tucky, which was purchased by the alleges that a dozen families were societies of the local Methodist new ordinances. It was discovered
.s;4
ec botarradctssado
thrown to the ground by the car t.ure, which found PittsburgAb be the lodges, have adopted the pencil segregated from several pueblas two churches, are preparing to send dele- that illast
oird when the
‘
l:apye
ia
be
verting suddenly. lie sued for $7.woo expensive city, is the ealutrY sketches drawn off by the architect, years ago and formed into a puebla gates to the convention to be held
izvg
out
ono damages on account of the in- In which to live. an announcement providing for many changes inside by,themselves. Although it is known at Hickman, Ky.
. June 11-14, by the For extension of the bitulithic
Broadway between
born plissionary societies of every
juries sustained. but lost his case on
made today by the cemetery as- the structure
that many children have.
and
Jefferson
The
committeemen
toneretrial, and now wants a second hear- sociations imposses even further bur- will submit the sketche4 to the Ingle- to these families. not 'a Cli-iTa-its ia ga"tion in the Memphis
Ninth. and Eleventh streets. that the
conference.
trial
new
a
for
application
_
of
His
price
big.
authorities overlooked the matter of
dens in the increase of the
This
led
pueblo.
the
in
found
be
Union
side and Mangum lodges and
passing measures st the same time
has not yet been passed on by the graves.
press
investigations,
his
Encampment for adoption, and if af- the priest to
Queen of Platform.
court.
for concrete pavements, curb
calling
Undertakers in the city today re- firmed. preparations will be made with the result that he discovered
Joseph Cook. the eminent divine,
to ceived notice from cemetery officials
along both sides of Broadgutter
and
The Plaintiff asked the court
in an adobe house, isolated and after hearing Mrs. Susan S.
for other alterations to be made.
petition
Festake for confesaed hi'
that beginning June t the price of
and Jefferson from Ninth to
an
guarded,
serclosely
enormous
senden, who is to speak at the Mcagainst defendant in the suit of Hay; single graves would be advanced $2
ordinance vrwas now,
pent which is worshiped by the In- Cracken County W. C. T. U. con- Eleventh. This
SPARK IGNITED ROOF.
vs. Shelton.
over the present rate. The burden
ordered drawn up by the committee
all
of
that
pueblos.
and
the
dians
tion in the
Broadway Methodist for
w2Ypreoentation at next week•'s meetReal. estate was ordered sold in will fall heaviest on the poor, who
every baby born in the small pueblo, church next Saturday, said: "She
e
d
is
1
coiutncwiliii abode
the h
are accustomed to buy single graves. Blaze Burns Small Hole in Roof of
and, it is suspected, in many others, one of the very few queens of the bodies,
adopted,
leigh. administrator of Milton H. The increase will not affect the lotHome Occupied by Dr.
ieosf,
is fed to the serperO Maj. Lawellyn, platform. She has wonderful Intel- the contracts let.
Ingram. against George Ingram and holders in the cemeteries. The reasB. T. Hall.
having no jurisdiction, has filed the lectual balance, incisiveness and
others. Not enough money was left on assigned for the advance is the
Another measure ordered drafted
n inga combinedan
In the estate to pay off the dead rapidity with which the local "cities
l wo
brought in for adoption was that
withand
the most
Sparks from a flue dropped onto affidavit of the priest and other evi- force,
man's indebtedness, and his property of the dead' are fill:ng up. and the the roof of the residence occupied dence with the territorial authoriproviding for grading and paving Jarwomanly
tdmg
w
and
felicity
titis ordered sold to derive more funds rapid advance in the valuation of the by Dr B. T. Hall on South Fourth ties,
of expression. Her good judgment, rett street leading down to Mill street
to liquidate outstanding accounts.
The ordinance creating the office
land.
good taste, courage, alertness and
near Jackson street, yesterday after1
Detective T. J. Moore and Patrolbuildinw inspector was before the
of
Fuccess
Bolgor
Back.
is
are
all
the
noon
of
at
3 o'clock, a .d ignited the
highest order."
man Lige Cross were each allowed OLLIE JAMES, "WHEEL
but as it has seventy-five
committee,
shingles, into which a good sized
John Bolgor has given bond down
S74.80 for carrying boys,to .the reit. and this being the robins- .
in
pages
FULTON
AT
HORSE"
hole had burned before the fire de- at Hollow Rock, Tenn. and returnTrust Conference Delayed.
form school at Lexington last week.
;nom to be gone over by the officia's,
ON GLORIOUS FOURTH partments could arrive and extin- ed to this city. He was arrested
Chicago, III., tiny 28.—At the ur- they pasred this matter over for a
the detective taking Angle Garrovo
Congressman 011ie James has ac- gnshed the flame. The loss was down there several Sundays ago at gnet request of a
number of governthe lad who stole a bicycle and nth
or two, and in the mean time
an invitation to come to Eul- small. The house belongs to Mr. a Baptist footwashing charged with ors and others who desired to par- week
cepted
tooki
Cress
er things. while Officer
corrsmitteeman will cover the
each
July 4, Samuel Wash;ngton.
engaging in a gambling game. He ticipate, the national conferev.:.s. on draft at his leisure to see how -they
Charles Carroll. who got several ton to deliver a speech on
Leader.
says
Fulton
the
stealing
. . i it
for
institution
was found with. a revolver in his trust% and combinations, that was to like it.
years in the
This is good news for where it is
that
on
and
before
the bicycle of Samuel Plumb from
trial
the
pocket,
judge
to
amendment
have
proposed
in
assembld
Chicago today,
The
MERGANTHALER OUT ON BAIL
4
was held to the circuit court grand has been postponed by the national ordinance restricting the number of
the latter's yard at Sixth and Harris- known James is to speak there is always a crowd. Democrats and others Son of Inventor of
on streets.
Typesetting Ma- jury. One of the most serious offen- civic federation until September. At saloons to T for every soo population
for many miles about will come to .
Charged With Incest,
aes in Tennessee is to carry a deadly that time it is expected the govern- will not cotne up until the mayor
chines Arrested in Germany.
B. H. Cobh was yesterday released hear 011ie James speak even ii they
weapon. Bolgor W2S locked up for on of nearly half the states of the calls all die councilmen and aldermen
at Mayfield on executing te,00 bond. have no interest in the athletic conCarlsruhe, Germany, May 28.____A several weeks, but executed bond, union will be able to attend the con- into session as a committee of the
to. guarantee his appearance before tests.
student named Eugene Mergenthaler, god is now back in the city.
ference. Among those who have al- whole.
the next circuit court grand jury. to
James is one of the "wheel horses" •Ionging in Beldam% who Was arBoard of Works.
ready accepted the invitation are
answer to the charge of being guilty of the Democratic party in Kentucky rested for dangerously injuring anSecretary J. Q. Taylor and Metnber
Leaves With Prisoners.
Governors Hughes of New York,
of incest with his 16-year-old datigh- and he is - a thoroughbred.
Langrtaff, of the board of
student in an automobile accident,
Sheriff O'Barrof Waverly. Tenn., Warner of Michigan, Davidson of George
ter. who several months ago marpublic works, accompanied by City
Judge Wells, of aftirray, will be has been liberated under $25,000 bail. will leave this morning at 7:30
Wisconsin. Cummins of Iowa, CutTied. hut whose husband shortly left invited to make an address here on Eugene Mergenthaler it the second
Engineer T. A. Washington, yestero'clock over the N., C. & St. L. rail- her of Utah and Folk of Missouri.
,
ten. He was arrested last week and the
day inspected the gravel work alone
son of the late Ottmar Merganthal4th also,
glorious
road -for his home with three negro
given an examining trial Monday at
Nineteenth from Monroe to Trimble
The W. 0. W. are leaving nothing cr of Baltimore, inventor of the type- prisoners, James Branshaw, George
Society of Technical Engineers.
Mayfield hy Judge FAIW/Iffl Cr.toiland,
by Contractor Ed. C. Terrell.
streets
setting
machine
his
bearing
name.
undone
to
make
this
eelthe biggest
Riggins and Nick Phillips, who were
Indianapolis, Ind., May 28—Menu- They will report at the board meetwho held him over to the grand jury.
ebration ever witnessed in this part
arrested here Monday' night for him hers of the American Society of Me. ing nextof
whether
The charges made by the girl against
the state
RECOUNT BILL FIGHT ON.
by Detectives Moore and Baker. chanical Engineers, more than too in
her father were so revolting that the
thorotyiglaisfarteo 'Ashallh re tohrs
T
Albany, N. Y., May 28.—Upon rejudge would not permit the testiOne of the darkies is chargeo with number, gathered at the Claypool ficially accepted on behalf of the muquest of Senator Raines, majority
Want to Locate Woman.
mony to be given in the presence of
housebreaking, another with grand Hotel in this city' today for their nicipality.
N.
Chief of Police James Collins yes- leader in the senate, the New Yorts
he pstblic. Cobb is the picture agent
larceny
and the third with gambling. semi-anntinl meeting. The formal
111
who got into trouble. it is alleged, in 'terrfay received a letter from Attor-i city recount bill was made a special
openiog takes place this evening with .
COUNTY SCHOOL MEN.
morning.
This
Paducah last year, hut was released. ney Cos Altenherger of Little Rock, order for tomorrow
an aileitess. by Professor Frederick
Bad Language Used.
Ark., asking the Paducah authorities course was taken 1y-rtnanimous cont.
Tine Boaz, colored, has the charge Remson Hutton, the president of the Representatives From Thirteen Counto locate Mrs. Peal"! Knight and let seat, to the amazement of everyone,
• - NEW STAVE WORKS.
ties Meet Here May 30.
t.
.him know her address. Altentergei• as Senator McCarren, who was toes- lodged against him of using had and society. The meeting will continue
it
saession
IN,••-••
•
Wednesday
and
Thursday
the
oppose
expected
ent.
to
been
had
says that he wrote Mrs. Knight in
insulting language in the saloon of
)
.
and on Friday the members will go
Superintendent ISamuel J. BillingCapt. Henry Smith Becomes Secre- Paducah, but the letter was returned recount bill. at every step. It is ex- Wm. Stanford, and ,the grocery of
to
the
,.
develop
nrost
Lafayette
to
petted
it
that
will
hold
of the county schools, who is
ton,
their
concludto him, the mail carriers Hot 'being
George Baker
tary-Treasurer of Concern,
hotly contested parliamentary fight
ing session at Purdue university.
of the First Congressional
president
find
He.
to
--.,—.
her.
able
said
she
was
....
the
of
present
association, has
session.
Educational
District
once
in
the
millinery business here.
Mr. J. Young of the Chattanooga
-Mt. Vernon J. Blow, the wealthy
arranged that May 3o a Meeting will
, Place Burglarized.
owner
the
,Altenberger
says
reason
wants
he.
.
Medicine comport* of Chattanooga.
lumberman .who is principal
to locate her is became he tinderJames Lally, the grocer and saloon be held here -by the superintendents
Virginia K. of P.
Tenn., is here spendiog a few days keeper of
of the cooperage works in Meehanstands that .Mrs. Knight's father wire
Lynchburg, Va., May 28.—Local
Fourth and Elizabeth of the county schools for the thirhis family, tao4 Bernheim oiv- streets,
icsburg, has organized the Chattoa brother of one Joel Randle, .to lodges of the Knights Of Pythias with
yesterday morning on open- teen counties in this district, at
nooga Stave and . Cooperage corn- whom money is due from a
enue.
.!'
.
ing his establishment found that which time there will bei outlined tho
certain throughout Virginia have sent (tempony at - Chattanooga, Tenn., and quarter if the heirs
someone had prized up a window programme for the annual gathering
can be located,
annual
convention
gates to the 39th
has made .apt. Henry F. Smith secMr. D. W. Wolter of Elgin. Ill., the night before, and effecting an of the district body. which ,will be
Chief Collins inquired everywhere of the grand lodge, which begins its
' .erday hut could not find Mrs.
-tetary and treasurer. 'Capt. Smith yest
has gone home after visiting his Ms- entrance, stole. a number of bottles held in Mayfield next Thanksgiving
sessions in this city tonight. _
several months ago sold his towboats
of whiskey rani the grogshop depart- (lay.
night, and wrote the attorney of
convention promises to be a ter, Mrs. Joseph Wolff.
The
I
.
Paducah and went to his old home Little Rock to that effect,
ment.
most impoAapt one as a revision of
'
ht Bowling Green to reside. He will
Mrs.
mother,
and
Young.
T.
Mrs.
laws
the
lobe
will
congrand
be
The Joe Fowler domes in today
'move to Chattanooga tight away, to
This morning at 8 o'clqsk the Dick
The John S. Hopkins left yesterflidered and a (111antity of other bus- Nitride, have gone to DDayton, O.,
from
Evansville and starts it ossce.
•ossume management of the stave Fowler departs for Cain/and. comes
day for Evansville and comes hack
,..
'
reside.
s
transacted.
i
iness
return trip.
1
her
oh
'plant.
_.
bark tonight abotit ci o'clock.
tomrrow. o
.• •
._
...o
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UNWRITTEN LAW
TO BE TESTED I

c" •

•

CENTENNIAL
CELEBRATION IN
HONOR OF SCIENTIST.

(14

Its
Age
Its
Bond

Half a Century

Boson, Mass., May 28.—The cantennial celebrationin honor of the
TRIAL OF EX-JUDGE WM. 0.1 memory of Louis Agassiz, which will
of success, in the treatment and cure of diseases peculiar to women, is
LOVInG AT RICHMOND, VA. I occupy the attention of educators and
a bond that guarantees the merit of Wine of Cardui, beyond all quesscientists of New England and other
tion. All women who suffer from painful or fitful functions, headache,
parts of the country as well during
Richmond, Va., May 28.—The case the greater part of. his week, promisbackache, low waist-pains, or any of the more complicated forms of
of ex-Judge William G. Loving, woh ese to be an unusual demonstration.
female disease, should take
Cambridge, the adopted home of the
ii.: charged with the murder of Theoacof
Loving
scene
the
illustrious scientist and
store Estes, whom Judge
cused of having drugged and wrong- his labors for many years, will be the
ed his young daughter, Elizabeth, seat of the principal celebration. A
while out driving, will be called be- ' principal event of the celebration
fore the term of the circuit court to • wil be a public reunion of the survivconvene in Nelson county today. Ow- ing pupils of Aaassiz to be held this
ing to the fact that the entire county evening in Sanders theatre. At this
has been stirred by the sensational I meeting Coil Thomas Wentworth
case, it is likely that a change of Higginson will preside and brief advenue will be asked for, and if grant- dresses will be made by President
for .t will surely do for them as well as it did for Mrs. Sarah Gaskins, of Spring Creek,
ed the trial will probably be trans- Charles W. Elliot of Harvard universTenn., who writes: "I was very Irregular, my left side hurt and I would have a bad
ferred to Petersburg or to this city. ity, Professor A. Lawrence Lowell of
headache every month. I had all kinds of strange feelings, could not walk and could
If current stories amount to anything the Scientific School and Professor
Massachuthe
biggest
the
of
of
one
Niles
William H.
the trial will prove
not do my work. On your advice I took Wine of Cardui and it has helped me in every
sensations ever recorded in the judi- setts Institute of Technology.
way. I am regular, do not have these strange
WRITE US FREILY
Professor Agassiz, whose influence
cial annals of Virginia.
and my headachelnd pain in my side
dfte‘-'eu•slwaiz
feelings,
and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling all your
All of Nelson county appears to on scientific subjects in America was
We
you
will
age.
send
and
troubles,
your
stating
'
lasting
better.
are
side
probably greater and more
have arranyed itself on the one
FREZ ADVICE,In plain sealed envelope, and a valor the other of the famous case. than that of any one else, was o
Girls and women should use Cardui, whenever they need help or strength. Try it.
uable 64-page book on "Home Treatment for Women."
nain
a
Frenih Hugenot anicstry, and
Many openly uphold Judge Loving
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department, The
carrying out the unwritten law, while tive of Switzerland, in which country
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
others are inclined to think he acted he was born May aft, 1807. He studtoo hastily and blame him for not ied botany in his youth at Motiers
be, and medicine, physiology,
giving his victim a chance to explain, and
anatomy and zoology at Zurich and
if any explanation were possible.
It is reported that the trial' will Heidelberg. He came to America in
bring to light many startling things r846 on a scientific mission for the
heretofore unknown and bearing di- king of Prussia and to deliver a serectly upon the tragedy, among oth- ries of lectures in Boston. He acers that Estes, on at least two pre- cepted • professorship in the newly
vious occasions, had made similar at- founded scientific school of Camtempts to drug girls with liquor. On bridge, and entered upon his duties
LONGASTABLSHED
TO STAY
one of these occasions, it is said, the there in 1848, having secured an honinform
to
Prussian
threatened
the
victim
from
discharge
intended
orable
We employ graduate and licensed dentists, who are experts and
her father if Estes did not desist in givernment.
• running to work to develop the idea.
cable
a
steel
Imagine
use all painless methods.
his persecution, which threat had the
Agassiz never returned to Prussia. across the East river, and great,
He realized that barely twelve per
desired effect. This .young lady, it He married a Cambridge woman and roomy cars whizzing across it be- eery. of. the energy generated in a
Our equipment, perfect system and large volume of business make
stand
the
beon
placed
afterward
city,
be
is stated, will
settled in that
possible the performance of the highest class of dental work at the
locomotive is used in drawing the
tween Manhattan and Brooklyn.
by the defense. It is held that the coming one of the faculty of HarImagine a dozen—or a hundred— load. The rest is lost in overcomfollowing
production of evidence that Estes had vard university, but before this came
of ing the friction of the wheels grindload
with
its
each
cables,
such
Plates
on previous 'occasions offered girls about he had established several sta- cars—
ing against the rails, the transmis4.00
liquor, coupled with the fact that tions along the coast line as far south
Gold Crowns
of
part
one
from
And the bridge problem is solved! sion of the power
Judge Loving waited until the day as Charleston, where he and pupils
4..00
the
and
Work
another
to
Bridge
machinery
a
the
to
railroads
reducing
Imagine
after [the alleged occurrence and af- who folowed him made local investi- single cail—each one a narrow rail resisltance 'of the atmosphere. To
i.00
Gold Filings
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National Bank

Capital . ..... $230,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits. . . 100,000.00
Stockholders' Liability
230,000.00
Total . . . . - $560.00n.00
Total Resources . .$985,453.23
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ipayrolbi at the beginning of summer.
12 STYLES NEW SWISS RUFFLED CURTAINS
for her prompt action, she might mother-in-law, Mrs. Wm. Thaw, has
but this year the roads have issued
SPANKS ELOPING GIRL
BY
EXPRESS.
gy possib'y have been burned to taken up her home in a house on
•
especially stringent economy orders
death. She was showing an engrav- Mirk avenue near Fifty-ninth street.
.PLAIN RUFFLED CURTAINS 55C PAIR.
and the, working forces will be re- Young Woman Begs Mercy and Sail's ing over the fireplace to a guest and Htre the two women whose devotion
it
FIGURED RUFFLED CURTAINS 98C PAIR.
Will Kill Herself.
in some way her
32
duced to the lowest possible point.
voluminous skirts to the prisoner was a marked feature
BETTER ONES AT $1.16 AND $1.26
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so as to be within call of the prisoner
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comrailroads. whin have abandoned bek0 arrested here just as they were taking pletely impotent
against fire. Had second trial of Thaw will not be
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held at police headquarters until her have been in a
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which she did by 'rocking, St. Louis, Mo., May A- Many
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herself backward and forward On a leading representatives of the trade
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Judging from the many cracks at
municipal ownership in the Fourth
street corporation sheet M on d a), it
must have gotten in a new batch of
copy from the corporation syndicate's
bureau at Washington and New
York. There is not a city in the
whole United States as large as Paducah, where the city owns the lighting privileges, that charges the consumers She outrageous prices the
consumers are forced to pay to the
corporation owned by Easrern capitalists, with its hundreds of thousands of dollars of watered stock. •
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HEAD SWATHED JUDGE CANTRILL
IN BANDAGES RESIGNS BENCH

TO-DAY
7:ou will have another opportunity
to buy one of

MANAGER QUISENBERRY IS SENDS LETTRR TO GOVERNOR
ABLE TO BE OUT AGAIN
GIVING ILL HEALTH AS
AFTER INJURIES.
THE CAUSE.

Reading Standard
ii

FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.

Contractor Mel Byrd Moved From Judge John D. Carroll of Henry
•
County, Appointed by Governor
Mayor's Home to Own Res:1
To Succeed Him.
dence in City.

HandsomeSuits for
1 9.98

Manager Samuel (,,...i - ctil,erry, of
the Western Union Te:egran'it office,
is able to be at his place of bui.in,:s,
after laying up for a number of days
as the result of being thrown from
a buggy by a pair of runaway horses
on Jackson near Third street. He is
still wearing bandages around his
head and it will be some days before the wounds entirely heal.
Moved to His Home.
Contractor Mel Byrd, Sr., was yesterday moved from the residence of
Mayor Yeiser in Arcadia to the former's home on Trimble near Tenth
street, and is resting well. It develops that the end pf the broken rib
did not pierce his lung, as was fered
at first when he fell into the ha
rnent of the new residence Mr. Jas
Campbell, Jr., is erecting a short /
tance frcrm the mayor's subur
:csidence.
Sick People.
Night Clerk Lawrence Rasor of
The Pahner was able to be out laft
evening after a several days' illness
at his hornie in the Patterson home
on Jefferson near Fifth street.
Mr. Edward McCormick is out after a several weeks' confinement with
sickness. He is assistant street inspector for the city.
Child Injured.
Louise Virginia, the 4-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis P.
Head, of nte Broadway, was painfully injured yesterday by falling
against the iron gate in front of the
residence. The child tripped and fell,
cutting a gash in her left temple..

Bicycles and Motor Cycles

CATALOGUES AND PRICES

GIVEN

UPON J-REQUEST.

S. E. MITCHELL

f•'.`unicf,ort.
May 28.—The resignation of Appellate Court Judge
Jaires'E. Cantrill was received at the
OLD PHONE 481-a
NEW 743.
326-28 S. 3rd St
°Mee of Gov. Beckham this morning and accepted, the governor immediately-appointing Judge John D.
Carroll, of Henry County, to serve
in Judge Cantrill's place. The latter
in resigning sent •the Governor a
statement declaring that he had tak1 the step on account of continued
ill health.
Judge Carroll, his successor, is one
We have a fine line of Marble, Granite and Stone Monuof the best known lawyers in the
ments which show the best of workmanship and high deand was defeated by Judge
gree of artistic conception. Our smallest and lowest priced
for the Democratic nominaMonuments have an air of distinction.
tion. He was chosen commissioner
Parties desirous to beautify their lots should inspect our
of the court of appeals, art office creline of curbing and monuments in
ated by the last legislature in order
-to aid the appellate court, which had
coutrry CLERK HIRAM S.MEDLEY NOW GETTING UP STATEbeen overworked. since the illness of
KENT SHOWING FOR WHAT TAXPAYERS' MONEY WAS
Judge Cantrill, who has not sat on
'ISPENT POR YEAR PRECEDING JUNE t, ism—OSCAR RAWLthe, bench more than once or twice
Remember we have the largest, best and most distinctive
during his term. The office of comline in the Purchase.
dm:MOW WAX= -MAGISTRATE OF FIFT HDISTRICT IN THE
220 South Third St.
missioner can be filled or left vacant
COUNTY—REPORT RECOMMENDS JAIL IN BASEMENT OF
at discretion of the appellate court
THE COUNTY COURTHOUS E.
judges, and, as there will now be a
full bench, it is certain that there will
be no appointment made and the 3t
place
will practically be done away
County Clerk Hiram Smedley yes- power of attorney from George W.
with.
Smedley.
terday morning commenced getting Norton to Hiram
tAn election to name a successor
Lizzie White qualified as adminisup the financial statement for the
will
be held in Noverniber, and it is
James
late
estate
of
the
showing how tratrix of the
county government
believed Judge Carroll will have no
White.
for
and
received
was
much money
opposition.
A marriage license was issued to
What it was pair' out during the year
In tendering his resignation, Judge
William Kirkee and Oda Rose.
from June 1, 1906 to June t. t9o7.
Cantrill writes the governor as folMagistrate.
state
NOW
the
The new revenue law of
lows:
Yesterday Gov. Beckham appointed
compels every county to yearly pub"Georgetown, Ky., May 28, icon —
to
county,
the
Rawlisson.
of
what
Oscar
for
lish a statement showing
To
J. C. W. Beckham, Governor of
fifth
the
every cent of money wee expended be the new magistrate for
Kentucky. Your Excellescy: I hereSUPERINTENDENT M'COURT PASSED THROUGH THIS CITY
ReLane,
E.
W.
months.
district
sueoeed
to
twelve
during the preceding
by tender my resignation as judge of
week.
last
YESTERDAY AND GAVE OUT LIST OF PROMOTIONS AND
resigned
who
This is done in order that the tax- publican.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
the court of appeals of Kentucky for
recommended
Mr.
Lightfoot
what
Judge
exactly
TRANSFERS RESULTING FROM FLYNN QUITTING--COLjust
know
payers may
Paducah, Ky., May 23, 1907.: t14 Fifth appe'late district, to take
4he public funds are used for. The Rawlinson to fill the place until next
comONEL PROSSER RETURNED TO
In order tiiat the joint finance
effect at once.
LOUISVILLE
TODAY —
fiscal court has awarded the contract November. when the people at the mittee of the general council may
"liad
it
not
encouragebeen
or
the
HUNDREDS OF RAILROADERS WILL RECOGNIZE DECOthe
for
one
.to
sit
select
the
the
publishing
polls
to Tbe 'Register for
have sufficient time to carefully OA* ment given me by eminent physicians,
RATION DAY.
document. which will fill many cot- remainder of the term for which Mr. amine all bills for material furnished the constant appeals of my very dear'
RawlinMr.
elected.
expendiwas
Lane
the
mime, aa it will show
friends,
hope
;Asti my
that I might
son is a Democrat and takes a po- and for claims f al" kinds made
ture of about Stocknore
against the city, it is imperative that again be physically able -to discharge
committees
court
fiscal
the
June
sition
on
effect
into
went
The new law
bilk be rendered to the city auditor, the dueties of that high office, and so
Mr. .Harry McCourt general supI. took and on finishing the state- of whIch Mr. Lane was a member.
realize my life's greatest ambition, I erintendent of Southern lines for the j range near the fair grounds.
current
month,
not
later
for
each
submit
it
to
will
Smedley
Report.
Up
Drawing
ment Clerk
than the Wednesday next preceding should have handed you this resig- Illinois
Central
railroad, passed I
Ticket Agent Back.
the fiscal court for approal.
The committee of magistrates senation long ago.
which
the
joint
the
Fridity
on
finance
morning
through
yesterday
the
city
Roy Prather, ticket agent for the
into
look
Property Sold.
lected by the ficcal court to
cornthe
justice
to
myself
and
'In
committee meets for this purpose:
in his special car en route from Mem- Ilinois Central, has returned- front
aitti I can defer 'the matter
Land in the county has beret sold the question of establishing a new
mak
aware
that
no
fends
are
You
phis to the Nashville division. Sup- spending his vacation at the Jame -stateSpicer for r county jail is now framing up a
no longer. —
•&já** Wigan-It
be disbursed by the c:ty excepsiTtt
erintendent
Egan of the Louisville town Exposition and other eastern
court
the
to
submitted
ment
to
be
yes'
pride
what
"I
have
uoticed
with
filed
was
$1,,o, and the deed
council.
has been accomplished by your aP- division met him here and went as cities, and resumes his work in the
when it meets next Tuesday at the allowance of the general
terday with the clerk.
meeting of the council (lower boar
pointee, the Hon. John D. Carroll. far as Princeton with Mr. McCourt, ticket office tomorrow. During his
Samuel and Roxie Hill sold to Lee county courthouse. The report will
Mon
f.rst
the
is
always
held
on
placbe
jail
new
that
the
on
recommend
she commissioner of the court, and who proceeded on to the Tennessee absence Operato4 Jarne
ha been
ill. Sliver& for 000 property
each month. The joint finausta as II know him to be an honorable state capitol. As result of Superin- discharging the duties
the East side of South Fourth be- ed in the basement of the courthouse. in
Friday af- man, an indefatigable worker, strong, tendent Jack J.1 Flynn, of the division
tween Husbands and Norton streets. along which line the commiteemen committee meets on the
Joseph Mattison transferred to have been working for the past three ternoon preceding the council meet- able, and my friend, may I not ven- south of Memphis, resigning to go
James Wigan tor Seoo, property on weeks, their exhaustive investigation ing, and in order that your accounts ture to ask that your excellency ap- with the Trinity & Brazos Valley
developing that this is the most fea- against the city may be properly ex- point him to succeed me?
railroad at Fort Worth. Texas, GenSixth street near Mesbands.
conferring
amined and approved they must be
sible place for the new bastile.
"With infinite gratitude to the peo- eral Superintendent McCourt anfiled
was
document
A
rendered to the auditor on the Wed- ple of my state, distrjet and county. nounced while here yesterday that
nesday next before the meeting of the because of their unva/ying kindness the following promotions and transjoint finance committee. Such items to me through all the past, and for fers had been made, the selections NEW TEXAS LAW UPHELD IN
WATERS-PIERCE OIL COMas you may furnish after that day, many honors they have conferred showing that he chose men long in
PANY SUIT.
sincerely,
•
am
upon
me,
I
can be included in the succeeding
the service of the system and thor"JAMES E. CANTRILL"
month's business. Your bills should
oughly exxperienced arid conversant
Austin, Tex., May .28.—The rebe accompanied with the department
with their rkspecti* 41)nm/tents:
cently enacted state law requiring deorder authorizing the purchase. Bills League of Georgia Ilismicipalities.
T. E. Hill, present roadmaster of
fendant corporations to produce' in
Tor Teed stuff hay and fuel, must be
Athens, Ga., May 20.—Several the Louisiana division, is appointed court any filifrefe—of-Iiiordi Jitr
accompanied by certificate from the
score of the chief cities of the state division superintendent, succeeding was upheld yesterday in the trial of
COLONEL It J. FANNING REACHES LOUISVILLE TODAY AND city scales.
were represented by their mayors or J. F. Porterfield, traneferred His
It is to your interest to comply other officials at the opening here headquaters will he. 44 McComb, the ouster and penalty suit of the
ANOTHER TO BE THERE IS REV. L. L. PICKETT, WHO IS
state of Texas vs. the Watere-pierce
with this notice, as bills rendered laMiss. T. L. Dubbs, at present train- Oil company.
TO COME TO PADUCAH NEXT SATURDAY TO START AN- ter than the above date, and under today of the sixth annual convention
Georgia Munici- master of the Tennessee division, is
Replying to a writ of ducem teOTHER REVIVAL—REV. J. G. MIGYETT NOW DELIVERING these requirements, will not be con- of the League of
superintendent ' of the cum the defense declared that cermeeting
place was the appointed
palities.
The
LECTURES.
EMPERANCE
INTERESTING
T
SERIES OF
sidered until the meeting cf the fol- Colonial Theatre, where the conven- Nashville division, with office at
tain papers called for WriTe not in
month.
)owing'.
shortly be- Nleshville, to succeed H. y. Scheming. their possession. Testifying' in the
to
order
was
called
tion
notice
Repeated disregard of this
President L. H. Chap- C F. Sherman, at present sdpervisor matter, J. D. Johnson, representing
issued fore noon by
Col. M. J. Fanning, the great tem- of Asbury college; L. L. Pickett, will cause instructions to be
pell of Columbus. Rev. E. L. Hill on the Louisiana division, is appoint- the oil company, insisted that the
perance lecturer who was here last evangelist, author and publisher; the to department heads to buy only delivered the invocation and Mayor ed roaenaster of that division, with
description given in the application
week.' has been at Brandenburg, Rev. J. W. Hughes, president of from persons wiling to' co-operate W. F. Dorsey and PresidentM. G. office at McCombs, Miss
was not sufficient for him to judge
department.
and
financial
Harned,
city's
with
the
college,
of
since
Kingswood
Hawesville and other places
G. E. Galloway, formerly division asc to
Michael of the Chamber of Corns
what papers were desired. Mr.
Respectfully,
rs. Frances E. Beauchamp, presilast Sunday delivering addresses and
agent at the Tennessee division at
the
visitors
The
merce
welcomed
arrives today at Louisville to partic- dent of the Kentucky State W. C. T. jorrer FINANCE COMMITTEE, response was by James I.. Mayson, Nashville, is appaointed trainmaster, Johnson refused to answer any questions relating to other papers or recipate in the state convention to be
Bf C. H. CRAMIBLIN, Chairman.
with office at Fukon, Ky., to succeed ords.
city :Attorney of Atlanta.
The court to the iieloVraw reAuditor.
KIRKLAND,
held by the Peohlentitt party.
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person,
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Another well
barbecue this noon and at 2:30 p. pointed supervisor at McComb, Miss., which was upheld, and the defense
fits many itierniebert, that wit be is being aroused in the series of temm. reassembled to discuss sanitation, to succeed C. F. Sherman.
ordered to comply. certain papers
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Roy Campbell of San Antonio, a
the protracted meeting to commence at the 'market house. Several bartinue its sessions tomorrow, wind- and going to Richmond, Va., to at.- former employe of the Waters-Pierce
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(EXCU RSION
BULLETIN —
THE FOLLOWING REDUCED RATES ARE
ANNOUNCED

•

CAIRO, ILLINOIS.
Thursday, May 3oth.. Special
excursion train leaves Paducah at
wee a. m.—round trip $1.00; returning, leave Cairo to:oo p. m.,
same date.
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
Round trip $i6.80.. Special
train will leave 'aducah about
carrying
ailth.
Muff
soon,
*refuel sleepers to Richmond,
account Confederate Reunion.

1

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Account Spring meeting Jockey
Club, $6.95 rounctrip, May 6th,
returning May 7th; 8.95 round
trip May 4th, good returning
June 9th; May 5-11-18.23-35 and
se, June 1-5 and 8th, limit two
days.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April igth to November 3oth-1e
days-1123.75.
on

special

excursions

Coach

dates---$18.00

every

Tuesday,,Iluitt zo days.

FOR FURTHER PAR
TICULARS APPLY TO

J. T. Donovan,
Agent City Ticket Office.
Fifth and Broadway.

It M. Prather
Agent Union Depot.

ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law.
Room 5, Columbia Building.
PADUCAH, KY.
Old Phone 1992.

DR. ADRIAN ROYER,
Once, 112 1-2 South Fifth.
Old Phone, °Moe, 175.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
DR. W. C. EUBANK13,
(Homeopathist.)
011ce 306 Broadway, Phone zao.
Residence, Sxo Broadway, Phone tee

r

•

C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone 377.
Kentucky.
Paducah, : :

A. S. DABNEY, DENTISt,
Trneheart Building.
Telephone 511-R.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
SIMON BLYTHE, K. D.,
Mice 525 1-2 Broadway.
Minuet: offibe STO; Res. 272.

PAVE/GAIL KY.

tie

R. T. LIGHTFOOT,

Lawyer.
Will practice in all courts of
Kentucky.
Ed P. Farley, M. D. C.
R. F. Fielber,
D. C.
PARLEY & F/SHNIF.,
Votierina* Surgeons and Dentints.
429 South Thlisd
Office azid
•
St„ Paducah, Ky.
Old Phone 13.5. New phone 351.
Reeidence, old phone t816.

J. It JONES
Dealer in High-Grade

f

Pianos and Organs
•

622 Broadway

0:4 khosc JIJ.

raducik K.

RECRUITS FOR ARMY

WHITTEMORE'

NOT

COLUMN OF
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS

MANY. APPLICATIONS AT
EL:CTION TUE&

RUSH TOWARDS CITY
POPULATION OP RURAL NEW
YORK COUNTIES DECLINES.

Don't Spend Hit
tour Earnings

No Other State in the Union Show,
The Sort of Men Who Are in EviSuch a Large Falling Off in
dence at the Government EnThis Respect—Some of
listing Office and Their
FRATERNITY BUILDING TELEthe Causes.
Number.
-PHONES 835.
Twenty-one of the 61 counties of
"Recruiting?" The keen-eyed majot
New York had fewer inhabitants by
who has charge of the recruiting od1ce
IA.
census of 1900 than they had by
on Third avenue swung around in his
$3060, new house, Vaughans addiswivel chair. "This is the dull sea. tion Mechanicsburg, near big Mills; the census, of 1890. These counties,
son for recruiting. There is no other 40 ft. lot rents for $60 per yeur or 20 which include one-half of the area ol
the state, showed a falling off in ten
time
Vie year when there are so few per cent gross on the
years rar.ging; from a few hundreds 01
enlistments."
'anyone with $300 to iii' L.,t. '\ odd do lou.on.ante,
borne small counties, to
"For what reason? Oh, the election, well to take this.
Od\'el al t,....,-sands in
some of the
'..., men can get more work
ot16-e..
Ottteg ply outside just new, so
$600, twenty west end lots South of
flissi A J,:nty, in northern New York,
they are not so anxious to join the Norton street and between 26th and
tor ILsi.Ince, declined from 33,000 to
army."
29th streets, some lots irregular shape 30,700 in the ten years. Wayne coun"Then It Isn't always patriotism and some low, 'brook runs through
ty, In western New York, famous for
that makes them enlist?"
, corner about four acres, all for $OW,
The kindly faced officer *kook kb $2ori cash balance i and 2 years, make apples and mint, declined from 49,700
to 48,600.
head, relates the New York Times.
some one a good home place with
By many persons this decline in
"No. Sometimes It's because they're garden.
population was attributed to the conout of work and hard up. Others join
tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of a
the army through love of adventure, $soo, we have a Ford Automobile
period of industrial hard times, the
but there are some," the lighting that would exohange for realestate, general
effect of which is to diminish
man's blue eyes kindled; "there are Foremian Bros. electricians can tell
population in rural or semi-rural dile
some who join for love of country."
you all about this machine; we would tt icts. In such times, the demand for
A slender, fair-haired boy, who a bargain, all cash price.
employment being decreased and the
looked nearer 17 than 20, entered the
ctcvlsion for public relief in farmins
310 Broadway
room. He had passed the physical
$2,000, two story, 6-room house on counCes being small, the larger eltise
examination and safely run the gen- the easy monthly payment plan, $too IVO ISOUght by needy persons, and
Um*
let of the other departments and tad cash balance $15 per month,6 per cent conditions are reflected in the
mauls*
at lslat readied the final court.
iotefest, west end 28th street, between *ensue.
12####8*########## Itt11212:23:22 /2 222:2tUnitt Unit
recruiting officer looked the boy u,
The years between 1900 and 1901 SS
Jackson street and Watt's Boulevard
with a military keenness that wasnui
U
..ves side of aftth street, 60 ft. lot. having been marked by prosperity and
unkindly.
abundance
throughout
the state, it
Hughes Park. Good home buy"Your age?" he asked, In a brisk Faces
U
,)
ing opportunity for same one wanting was supposed that the decline in pop
tone.
citation
in
interior
counties
would
payments
just out
good borne on easy
"Twenty-one," answered the coy.
cease, that some of the former loss
side the city
"Will your parews certify to that?"
would be regained and that, perhaps,
"I have none," sad the youth, stead. $250, easy
payment lots on the North Improved conditions would be reflected
Hy, but with a nervous lingering cf his side
addition just west of Oak Grove. in the census figures of this year,
soft bat. "I'm on °soden."
$10 cash, balance $1 per month. Good which show the entire population of •
iii
The oMcer asked him several other
way to save money whether you need Wow York to be more than 8,000,000,
questions and brought the Interview
a lot or not. Corner lots, $3oo each. an increase of 11 per cent. compared
to an abrupt close.
made when with the census of five years ago.
"I can't take you in to-day," he said, No interest if payment
Instead of this, however, the recent.
.
due
end as the boy's face clouded, be addty completed state census shows that
ed: "Bring certideattons as to your
$60o farm on the monthly payment 21 of the 61 counties have fewer inage and character and a recommendsplan, so acres of creek and hill land, habitants than they had live years
!ion from the last man for whom you
out of the Koerner Tennessee river ago. Some of those which show the
worked. If they are satisfactory I'll
farm in Marshall county, about four largest decrease in five years are 2:22 ittintt nnn::::::::::::nn ununnunnannununn
enlist you to-morrow."
No Cheenune, which iroAudes the city 01
"It's his age." explained the major. miles below Birningham, Ky.
buildings. No clear- ramira, heretofore one of the largest
river
No
front.
"He doesn't look anywhere near 21."
ed land timber alone will be worth manufacturing towns In the southern
"But can't boys of 18 enlist?"
time the tier, and Steuben, one of the most fer
"Certainly, but not without their the whole amount by the
tile of the farming counties in the
have
land
is
paid
for
Buy
this
and
pareats' consent. They have to bring
same region. The falling off in Che
are
papers from their parents and letters the farm ready for you when you
mung in five years•was 2,458, and Is
of recommendation before we'll take ready for it.
Stsuben 1,007.
them."
Some of the counties of the state
$400 new Mechanicsburg two-room which do not show a
"And married men?"
decline in net
Mill
and
Yeiser
avenue
house
near
-Generally speaking, In times ol
FIR*
years show at least very little gain
LIFE,
balance
well,
$50
cash
lot,
peace they're barred. Unless the cola street 40 ft.
ACCIDENT,
One of these is Dutchess, which In
HEALTH,
net of some regiment is willing to take $600 per month 6 per cent interest. eludes the city of Poughkeepsie, an(
PLATE GLASS
BONDS,
married man it is against the regu- House rents for $5o0 per month Buy which is one of the beet known of the
LIABILITY,
ST
BOILER,
lations to enlist him. You understand it and tenant will nearly pay for it dairy and farming counties of th
MARINE.
for
you.
there's ne provision made by the gov.
stmts. Five years ago the populatice
was
eminent for the support of the fam81,670;
this year it is 81,689—t
$600 Seven Mechanicsburg ao ft.
ilies of soldiers. The men cannot live lots, $50 cash and
per month buys gala of 19 persons.
with their families, and it is out ol all of them. You can by accepting
Delaware county, the chief distine
the question to move them about the this proposition he buying seven lots Con of which is that it includes mon
country', so the benedicts are practia for only $14, per month. No trouble prohibition territory than any othe)
ally barred from the ranks.
to save up $10 per month and own county in New York, ha; increase
from 46,415 to 46,788 only during Dr.
"Yes, Indeed, they sometimes elle these lots.
years of enormous state growth.
In. They desert their wives, and
Among other counties which have
think they can escape In that way. $1,000 T.ot floxt5o ft. to alley north
And some of them, if they get tired of side of Trimble street, between qth lost in population in the last five yean
army life, or think they are In any and loth. Half cash. Good neighbor- are Otsego, famed" for hops; Oswego
noted for starch and starch works,
danger, resurrect their wives, as It hood Brick walk car line.
Clinton, which Includes the city of
were, and use them as an excuse for
$2o0 Acre
of ground between Plattsburg; Schoharie; Cayuga, whici
their discharge from the service,
Then they are dishonorably Ms Hinkleville road and Jefferson street. Includes the city of Ithaca; Greene
which includes the city of Catskill,
charged for having enlisted by fraud Half cash.
Hamilton in the Adirondacks, Fuller
"Most of the applicants prefer the
Soo° Five acres level land covered and Madison counties In the interior
Infantry and artillery to the cavalry
with
trees on Hinkleville road just and Wayne, which increases its agri
111
much
less
because there
work le
the first two. A cavalryman has to East of C. C. Lee's country home. cultural products every year, but con
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah, we
ta.ke care of his horse as well as hie One-third cash. Tn three years a lot Unues to lose steadily in population.
have
placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below in the morn
out
of
this
will
be
worth
as
much
land
No
other
state
of
the
country
has
as
equipments; he has the work of the
large a proportion of counties whici big Register office at 523 Brosdway, where the public is invited to ash
Infantryman and about as rnech again. as an acre now.••••••••••••••••••••R70 falling behind
in population a. when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
On the field, when camp is pitched.
$1,250 20 acres, house, land, nearly New York, that is, none of the target
he has to look out for his horse before
Olivet church road, five states. The explanation of therm
be can attend to his own wante. The all cleated.
Cheap at the chumps Is found probably In the enormiles
frosty
-Pititscali.
artillery offers the most advantages
No
discount.
price.
All
cash.
mous increase in manufacturing inter
The men like to be stationed at home
here along the coast, where most 01
$7,400 123 acres close to Paducah. • In five years
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
OF
THE
UNITES
Schenectady hat
the artillery is.
Handsome profit he made by cutting Jumped from
STATES.
46,000 to 71.000 popula
"On an average In this office we thin land up in small tracts of from
have from 1,200 to 1,h00 enlistments a. orte acre up. One third cash. Will Lion, Rockland from 32.000 to 45,000
year. For the past few years San heir the closest investigation. Near Niagara from 74,000 to 14,000, an
Westchester from 184,000 to 228,000.
Francisco has broken the record fos Benton road.
NANITOU, COLO.
In 15 years the population of Nes ALLEMENY CITY, PA,
enilitments, but that is bemuse there
ATI
ANTA,
GA.
MEMPHIS,
TENN.
York
has
increased 21 per cent., yea
are more reenlIstments there than
$850 Jefferson street lot. North side
MILWAUKEE. WIS.
BALTIMORE, MD.
one-third
of
the
counties
have
rowel
All
the
soldiers
ft.
anywhere else.
between 13th and 14th streets. 40
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
BOSTON, MASS.
brought hack from the Philippines Only lot at the price on Jefferson inhabitants than they had lb years
NASHVILEE, TENN.
BRIDGEPORT, CON N.
land in San rrancisec. i. and the great street, east of Fountain avenue.
IAUGATUCK, CONH.
BRONX, N. Y.
eumber of those who again enter the
NEWARK,
N. j.
N.
Y.
BROOKLYN,
lots,
Squelched.
$.3,50 Mayfield road, 40 ft.
army enlist in the western city."
NEW ALBANY, IND.
T.
just west of Metzer addition. Five
Many a traveler, who nu looked
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
lots ,, to minutes from T. C. shops forward to a railroad journey as a CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
Turtle in the Mail.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
balance
flas
cash,
CINCINNATI.
0.
line,
season
when
he
and
new
car
need
not
talk,
will
When the last western pouch was
NEWPORT, KY,
brought from the railroad station at ;so per month, Lots in same add4tion, sympathize with this just triumph re- CHICAGO,
from
NEW
YORK CITY.
Mayfield
road,
corded
in
the
London
CLAYS:LAND.
O.
off
the
Globe
a
little
on
the
dumped
distributPaterson and
He wanted to read, but the man op COLUMBUS, 0.
NORWICH, CONN.
ing table at the post ofOce a huge snap itso to $25o each.
Wait. would persist in trying to talk COLORADO CITY,COLO.
PADUCAH, KY.
ping turtle walked mit of the pouch and
$400 Harrison street, 40x1e0 ft. as the train moved 'minty along COLORADO SPRINGS COLO. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
*sated itself on top of the pile of mail. lots, North side, between 13th and
After several brief replies the student COVDIGTON, NY.
RICHMOND. IND.
It then made its way to the stamp de- lath. . $50 cash, balance $5 per
began to grow tired. "The grass is very DAYTON, 0.
partment. The turtle had enougn
month. Good "Colored settlement or aeon, Isn't it?" said the would-be conSALT LAMM CITY, MARL
Manips on its back to take it to its dein- place
DENVER. COLO.
for rentinf houses."
versationalist, pleasanUy.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
nation, b..11 he paper containing the an
DETROIT, MICH.
, "Yes," said the student "such a
ST. PAUL, MINN.
dress bad 1 een lost in transit. Unties
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
$130 Rowlandtown, so ft. lots. $to
the ruler of the departmert• the turtle cash, balance $5 per month, some at &tinge from 'the bide arid red grass DULUTH,
ST. LOUIS MO.
we've beep having lately!"
will be wait to the dead-letter office un- $200.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
In the silence that followed be be FAIRFIELD. COMM
less ,the aientler can be found, and will
SPHLNOFIELD, 0.
IND.
INVIANAPOL18.
south- gin another chepter.
street,
$4.3oo Jefferson
forward edhugh 'Unfits to rover ite
STRATFORD, CONN.
JEFFERSONVILLE, IND.
shipment blick. litteffethile, the car- east corner o istli street. Lot box173
IIFICRIOIR CITY. Mr
KANSAS CITY,M
The Chugs.
rier.' Seytocbttlon has idhpied thie turtle, Most desirable place to build double
TOLEDO,0.
ENO/MILL*
s1a," asked Mrs. Chugwater,"bow
e'
Of apartment house. Fine 4 room
and. iteUlte the dipattment
UTICA./4. T.
LOS ANGE,CALI
talks hopefully of being able to relegate modern house built in the rear Of the is they work these voting machines?"
WATERBURY, CONN.
rt.
LotnsviLilt,
"They use oise of the cranks that
the turtle to the spelt-pot. -Newark lot. House, storm stuttered. Floor
N. Y.
YONKERS,
N.
T.
MAIMATTAN,
NeWs. ,
in alit. Instantaneous heater in are always hanging around the Rollins
VA.
MANCHESTER.
explained
place,"
Mr. Chugwater, with
bath. Half cash buys this place.
mui642
COPIES OF PADUCAH DIRECTORY FOR
Everything Accepted.
some irritation.—Chithgo Tribune.
lot
ft.
so
boulevard,
Harahan
$1,700
to
think
a
good
seem
deal
-You
of
Seemed to /Know.
Northwest corner of Monroe. Fine
that
nvEn•an i.:,11.ebt to," admitted theyourg lot on which to build desirable home. "What." asked the tall-browed proImo •lie's the only person who Sewer, aidewalks, concrete street. fessor, "are the principal by-produete
my contributions."
HI steel Industry?"
Trail cash.
Njarnegle Illharles," promptly an,7 ffIr
?"
the student from an interior
t
asses the plate at OW $SOO Efosirah SO ft. lot,"North side
between diSt and 26 th streets. One- Ofl..--Chicsgo Daily News.
It/burg Pt*.
fourth cal&
Husband's Itssempense.
Meet Djacarded.
Silo° Fountain avenue lot, NorthComanche
Indians have a law that
The
y, until within a few yea
I
west corner of Lang Pade Is a most Nabsek runs away with another's
mum
e vat the pnly garde
Lb. "Ale
desirable lot ora Which to build borne. the husband b to have all his prollerty,
t ,,t,uetry that yielded any oa
attracvery
rflt
be
Lang ?ark
pat,swum intnionoshipifilaSsimp
OM Mir'AMPS /MA/ SIMMISS 110
ere. One-thira cash.
_ ,je•
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Put some abide for possible sickness or
misfortune. The man or woman who has
a little money saved is the one wno is
in a position to open the door when opportunity knocks. We welcome small
accounts. Start one today.

WE PAY 4 PER CENT.
MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK

COI.)LSON,

PLIMBING,,,
Stan; and Dot Watr Hating.
Phone 133.

20 N. Third

kbrdm L Well & Co
INSURANCE AGENCY

Office Phone 369:
Both Residence: 72F
CAMPBtll BUILDINF

Caron Directory Company

Of Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE

THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
List of Directories on File

aunaLo,N.

amtrieoem, wt.

ems.

nua.

PRICE $4.00
CARON DIRICTORY COMM? Y\
Register Office, 523 Broadwa
•••••-•••••

CM Regiettr,1 IOC Ptr alkek

HA mBy
HI A- BALLS
HAM BY HI-BALLS.
Are now dispensed at McFountain,
Phersons
Soda
sole agent for the celebrated Dawson Water. Natural
oncptitrated and carbonated. Try a Hi-Ball before
breakfast.

A DRUG STORE
T!' g3c BROADWAY.
Agent for Eastman Kodaks and Huyler's Candies.
22 22 22 22 22 it St 12 U
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POPULAR WANTS.

SI 12 U t2 U /2 12 U U 22 VI

23 12 t: 22 32

WANTED--Furniture and stoves.
Williams & Peal 205 S. 3d St. New
phone cot-a.

FOUR OLD TEACHERS DO
NOT WANT THEIR PLACES

TECAMMIONV

SCHOOL TRUSTEES WILL HAV E TO SELECT FOR NEXT YEAR
AT LEAST EIGHT TEACHER S MORE THAN EMPLOYED AT
PRESENT, WHILE FOUR N OW EMPLOYED WILL NOT BE
APPLICANTS—ENUMERATI ON FORWARDED TO FRANKFORT YESTERDAY—CLOSIN G EXAMINATION OUTLINED.

Two of the present corps of teach- of new ones desiring positions as
ers of the public schools have noti- teachers. From these lists the full
fied the committee on examination board will make the selections, the
and course of study that they will committee making no recommendanot be applicants for their positions tion as to who shall be chosen.
next year, while a similar notice is These conferences now being held are
expected from two more, as they for purpose of gathering informahave expressed themselves as desir- tion that can be furnished the board
ing to discontinue their service. Tuesday night in case any is wanted
Those two who have informed the,, regarding the applicants.
committeemen that they will not be
Census Emunerfation.
applicants to succeed themselves, are
Miss Inez Bell of the primary de- Secretary Wm. Byrd of the board
partment at the Lee building, and yesterday forwarded to SuperintenMiss Bryant of the primary depart- dent of Public Instruction Piqua a
ment of the Washington building. copy of the census enumerators work
The two others have said they did here, showing there resides in Padunot want their places, but they will cah between the ages of 6 and 20
be considered applicants until they years, 6,264 people, for each one of
officially notify the board to the con- whom the public schools of the city
are entitled to several dollars out of
trary.
The committee has ten aplications the state school funds at Frankfort.
from as many people who are not This year's report shows a falling
now teachers, but who want posi- off of eighty-six as compared «ith
tions next scholastic year that com- last year.
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WE NEVER BEFORE WERE SO WELL PREPARED! Will
To take good care of the heat driven Man, with smart
looking, comfortable Clothes. The cool
breezes find an easy entrance through our airy
Crashes, Serges and Homespuns.. Yet for ail
their lightness, skillful Tailors' have given permanent
shape to the garments that you would think

Pt DI BACON
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Williams Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.
What you pay out for car fare would soon pay
for a wheel—
by our easy terms. The
"TRIBUNE" RAM BLEW' MONARCH and
IMPERRIAL BICYCLES
Are the best that can be produced. $15 00
up. Old wheels
in exchange.
Our reps" department in charge of experts.
Creapest house
in town for Tires, Pumps. Saddles. etc.
Remember the place

Williams Bkycie

Co.

126-138 North Fifth street, Net to Kentucky Theatre.

New Books
1Vorth Reading"Th

Flyers," Geo. Barr Nf eCiitcheon
"The Lady of the Decoration- very fine
-• .95
"Love Letters of an Indian"
1.00
"Graham, of Claverhouse," by Tan Maclaren; this gifted author's
last and best book
So
The above are special pricees on four mighty good books.

•
w.
,
Book
os
D.-E.Wilson Music Man
At, Harbour's Dopartiosat Store

Please remember that we show a most desirable selection of late
novels and new musk at cat prices.

The City of Savannah got to St.
Louis last night and shiuld leave
there tomorrow afternoon or this afternoin on her return for the Tennessee river.

Late tomorrow night the steamer
Kentucky comes out of the Tennessee river and stays here until' 3
o'clock Saturday afternoon before
departing on her return to tha
stream.

PHONE 254

COAL

R EAL
PITTSBURG

West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED.

Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio

S.

•

•

isessIlaqaParC

ammap

404.44

FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET

GENUINE
ICRADEWATER

.
I

air

We Certainly Fix it all Right With your Purse

SOAP PASTE

25 cents Per Jar

•

$10, $12.50, $15.00, $18.50, $20.00, $22.56

BROADWAY

Elegant for Shampooing
The Hair

ammo

•+

323

E. B. SQUIBBS

..
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mences the second Monday in SepClosing Examinations.
ROBT. CARLTON, piano tuner, tember. Of the ten new ones wantMonday morning the closing
Next
old phone 317.
ing places the most of them reside
in this city, while •all but two live examinations commence and last until Wednesday, during which time the
STRAYED—One roan mare pony. in the state.
students will be examined in the folFinder return to Charles Denker at
In additionto 4ecting the same
9ot Washington street and be reward- number of teachers as are employed lowing studies on the days mentioned:
ed.
this year, the board will have to
Monday morning:
English 3b;
choose eight additional teachers to Mathematics, lb; Science, 3a; Latin,
"JOHNNIE ON THE SPOT"— fill that many new rooms to be open- 2b; Science, 2a and 2b; History. la.
Messenger seriiie, operated in con- LAI next term, four in the new buildMonday afternoon: History, ib;
•rection with the Charity; Club. Tele- ing to go up on North Twelfth Mathematics, 3a; English, 2b; Sciphone No. 629, 3o7 Kentucky avenue. street, two for the Tweifth and Ja.ck-. ence, 3b; Latin, 2a.
Commercial work a specialty. Jap son street building, and two for the
Tuesday morning: .o.athernatica„
1W McKinley school "in Mechanicsburg.
Toner,. Manager.
3b; English, ia; French, 3a; History,
Five of the eight rooms at the Mc- 2a; Latin, lb; History; lb.
Kinley building are now used, but
Pathe
FOR RENT—On July 1st,
Tuesday afternoon: History. 3a;
ducah Wagon Works building. Ma- two more will have to be opened English, 2a; German, .3b; Latir la;
chinery complete. L. S. DuBois there next year to accommodate th'e Mathematics, ta.
incerasingi attendance. Six of the
Sons Co.
Wednesday morning: Mathematics,
Longfellow building rooms are now 2a; English. 3a; Latin, 3b; Sc!ence,
upright
second-hand
Bargains in
used. This school has been sold and
b.
pianos, some nearly new, cash or pay- the new eight room building goes up
the instance of Mary
Wednesday afternoon: Math( mat- warranted at
Miller
ments, 'Phone 1041a. W. T.
charges him with apat Twelfth and Jackson streets ics, 2b; German, 3a; Latin,
who
Averitt,
3a; Sci& Bro.
where every room will be occupied, ence, ta; English,
propriating to his individual use
hence two additional instructors are
money and a watch belonging to the
woman, who is the female
. WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY— needed for these.
Averitt
Principars Brother.
Able-boded unmarried men between
by the circui court grand
indicted
Last evening the committee conSuperintendent J. W. Payne of the
ages of 21 and 35, citizens of United sisting of Members ,Beckenbach, LaMoile,
charge of running a (1!sthe
oh
jury
Ill., schools, arrived yesterStates, of good character and tem- Byrd and Morris, with the latter abon the North Side
orderly
house
day morning to be the guest of his
perate habits, who can speak, read sent, held a meeting at the Washing- brother,
Professor E. G. Payne, prinand write English. For information ton building on West Broadway, and
MORE EGG STORIES.
cipal
of
the high school, until the
New
apply to Recruiting Officer,
talked over with Superintendent- close of school. The visitor • is a
but
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
(lect John Carnagey, Superintendent brainy and progressive educator rank- J. R. Axon% is out with the latest
Avom.
Col.
heading
of
no
there
is
Lieb and the principals of each build- ing among the leaders of Illinois, and
better on everything
12 22 22 :2 12 ft 22 22 tt 22 U U tt 12 22 22 ing, the question of selecting the will address the children of the high He goes one
around. We had a clipthat
comes
teachers for the coming term. They school tomorrow morning for their
ping from a neighbor county paper
MENTION. 311 canvassed the situation thoroughly, opening exercises.
PERSONAL
••'
last
wcek about two eggs and it was
and now another conference will be
Friday morning the final opening
necessary
for Mr. Axom to put his
U
22
SI
U
it
12
U
it
22
:2
22
22
22
22 U
held between the committee and Mr. exercise will be an address by PrinPekin ducks to work
Mammoth
fine
Mr. Lee Rafalsky and wife yester- Carnagey alone, at which time final cipal Payne on "A Retrospect," when
something better
overtime
to
do
visit.
to
Tenn.,
Jackson,
day went to
details will be gone into. Next Tus- he will go over his years' association
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FOR
REFORM SCHOOL spection at the Washington school,
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Broadway, in Mr. Fred Hoyer's office.
sonville, Ky., on business.
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—Jake Biederman Grocery and BakBoyd.
and there the latter took two pie- colored, who is to be placed in the ing Co.. sell the Earthquake carpet
Mts.' Ida Timmons has gone to tures.of Charles Keloch, the young state reform school for several years. es.eaner and brushes.
She is about sixteen years of age
Kuttawa to attned the bedside of her
sister, Mrs. Corry, who is very low fellow. given eight years in the peni- and cannot he managed by her mothFor the most improved method of
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Boyd yester- tentiary during /het:. criminal court er, who besought the authorities to carpet cleaning, phone 121.
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kill Officers Dick Woods and Wm. by the parent and Judge Lightim
On when the latter intercepted Kel- sentenced her in the juvenile co!,.
—Earthquake, the carpet cleaner.
loch and his partners as they were The lieutenant will be back tonight.
coming out of the burglarized store.
The Reuben Dunbar comes in toKelloch did not want to have his
Watch and Monty.
day from Clarksville and departs at
picture taken, and the officers had to
Frank Hays, the barber, has been once for Niashville.
do A little intimidating before he
would stand still so the camera could
he snapped. The detective has the
photographer now developing the
likeness and it will be sent to 'different cities for adornment of ihe
rogues' galleries, as the authorities
here are confident that Kelloch is a
hardened criminal, and may be wanted at other places which is strengthened by the fact That Kelloch positively refused to have his picture
taken while in jail here.
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While undet•going trial here he evidenced the cunning and shrewdness
indicative of an old head in the mask
and pistol business.
Off to Reform School.
Lieutellant Thomas P.otter of the
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impossible in stuff so zephyr-like.. Then your size is here. Yes,
even if you are one of those
large, healthy fellows that moat clothiers think it too much
trouble to bother with. Wool, Crash,
Serge and Homespun Suits or Coats and Trousers.

The Clothing Store that Carries.
THE UNION STORE CARD-
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